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March 2012 was a glamorous month as Miami hosted Funkshion Fashion week 
from the 14-17th and later on Miami Beach International Fashion Week from the 
21st to the 24th. The first week was set at the Moore Building located in Miami Art 
District which showcased upcoming designers from the Art Institute of Miami, 
such as Valentina Delfino whose dress was worn by actress Missi Pyle for this 
year´s Academy Awards. Funkshion also presented local and Haitian designers 
with their summer collection. However, the real spectacle occurred the following 
week when Sobol Productions hosted the 14th Annual MBIFW.

Beth Sobol, MBIFW´s President, explains “Over the years, discovering the 
world’s best emerging designers has been a wonderful and exciting experience. By 
creating the international platform through MBIFW that allows these designers 
to be seen by the entire world, we have been able to launch their careers to the next 
level.”  Therefore, there is no doubt that Miami Beach is “the natural selection” 
to host America’s largest International and Hispanic fashion event. MBIFW not 
only featured international designers, but presented accessory innovators; expert 
chefs such as Adrianne Calvo; drinks by Stella Beer; the six young student designer 
winners from around the globe and photography winner Carlo Fernandes from 
Australia who shows incredible talent at only age20.

MBIFW started with a swimwear designer showcase from Greece, USA, 
Ecuador, Brazil and Bahamas. The swimwear collections ranged from fun and 
flirty to classic sexy, yet Minka by Maven, the Bahamian designer, showed greater 
creativity in her runway and captured everyone’s attention.  The night continued 
with some average and then breath taking collections that were not only clothes, 
but wearable art. K. Hendrix (USA), Eduardo de las Casas (Peru), Misha Vaidya 
(England) and Ema Savahl (USA) were the most groundbreaking artists for the 
opening night; all of the collections had interesting and innovative takes for 
fashion and went from casual wear to night and couture dresses. Ema Savahl 
Couture made such an impression on people hat her silicone pattern dresses 
were showcased again on the last day. In addition, Savahl was presented with the 
“Excellence in Evening Wear” award. Another day Fashion TV showcased their 
collection which failed to impress the audience and live up to the standards of the 
network´s name. However, the night improved as soon as the runway was filled 
with incredible designs by Peter Cave (Ecuador), Fernanda Melo (Mexico) and 
WALLA (Kingdom of Bahrain).

We talked with the Mexican designer who was incredibly excited and honored 
to have been invited to MBIFW 2012 and show the world her classic collection 
inspired by the 20’s. Her designs are all black with silk thread flower patterns 
which are traditional handmade work by Zapotecan natives from Mexico. She 
also has a foundation that helps preserve ancient sewing techniques by natives. 
Afterward, we had a few words with the designer Walla who mostly designs for 
royal families of the Middle East. However, Walla is now ready to expose her 
designs to the world and her latest collection was inspired by Miami’s style and 
people.

On its closing night MBIFW featured Dasha Protsenka, face of Russia’s 
Lancome, and she performed her new single “The Perfect Girl. Music’s name 
was saved on behalf of Spain’s new hottest trio, D’NASH, as their faces were as 
cute as their songs. There was another runway show by Nicolas Felizola with his 
“Red Carpet Collection” that has been worn by several Latin American celebrities, 
followed by the “Miami Moda and Music Awards” where Walla was given the 
“International Rising Star” award and Peter Cave received the “Designers Choice” 
award.  Overall the entire week was filled with great food, drink, designs, art and 
beautiful people. It is a local event that should not be missed. To see the different 
collections and designers check out the Observer Facebook page.
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